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1. Case Study: Analysis of Hashing
   Associative Storage and Retrieval
   Hash Tables
Associative Storage and Retrieval

- Store and lookup data items by key. Examples:
  - Purchase orders by customer
  - Student record by last name
  - Catalog by model number
- Associate a **key** to each **value**. In Python:
  ```python
  >>> grades = dict()
  >>> grades['Smith'] = [87, 80, 93]
  >>> grades['Brown'] = [82, 80, 78]
  >>> grades['Brown']
  [82, 80, 78]
  >>> grades['Jones']
  KeyError: 'Jones'
  ```
Implementation 0

• Insert (key, value) pairs in a list as they come in
• Lookup: Search the list sequentially until the key is found (return value) or the end of the list is reached (return None)

T0 = []

def insert0(key, value, table=T0):
    table.append((key, value))

def lookup0(key, table=T0):
    for item in table:
        if item[0] == key:
            return item[1]
    return None

• [Ignores makeTable, reset, delete, ...]
Implementation 0 $\rightarrow$ Implementation 2

- Functionality issue: if you insert two values with the same key, you only get the first one back
- Desired behavior? Overwrite? Raise error? Ignore second value? Store and return both?
- Efficiency:
  - Insertion is straightforward and efficient
  - Lookup takes on average $n/2$ steps if there are $n$ items in the table [but what does this really mean?]
  - Lookup bogs down when $n$ is large
- Improvement 1: If key already exists, overwrite the value (no garbage accumulation)
- Improvement 2: Insert (key, value) pairs so that keys are sorted (insertion slower, lookup faster)
Implementation 1: Overwrite Duplicates

```python
T1 = []

def insert1(key, value, table=T1):
    for i in range(len(table)):
        if table[i][0] == key:
            table[i] = (key, value)
        return
    table.append((key, value))
    return

def lookup1(key, table=T1):
    return lookup0(key, table)
```
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Sketch of Implementation 2

- Main idea: keys are kept in sorted order
- There must be an ordering for keys
- To insert (recursive definition):
  - If table is empty, insert \((\text{key}, \text{value})\)
  - Otherwise
    - Look up key in the middle of the table
    - If same as \text{key}, overwrite \text{value}
    - Otherwise:
      - If \text{key} belongs to the left half, insert it there
      - Otherwise, insert it in the right half

- To look up, do the same, but return \text{value} instead of inserting or overwriting
- If table is empty on lookup, return \text{None}
- Binary search
Implementation 2: Sorted Keys

T2 = []

def insert2(key, value, start=0, finish=None, table=T2):
    if finish is None: finish = len(table)
    if start == finish: table.insert(start, (key, value))
    else:
        middle = (start + finish) // 2
        if table[middle][0] == key:
            table[middle] = (key, value)
        elif table[middle][0] < key:
            insert2(key, value, middle+1, finish)
        else: insert2(key, value, start, middle)

def lookup2(key, start=0, finish=None, table=T2):
    if finish is None: finish = len(table)
    if start == finish: return None
    else:
        middle = (start + finish) // 2
        if table[middle][0] == key: return table[middle][1]
        elif table[middle][0] < key:
            return lookup(key, middle+1, finish)
        else: return lookup(key, start, middle)
Implementation 3: Python `dict`

- It takes time proportional to $\log(\text{len(table)})$ to insert/lookup an item
- Lookup and insertion are faster
- We can do better in practice

```python
T3 = dict()

def insert3(key, value, table=T3):
    table[key] = value

def lookup3(key, table=T3):
    try: return table[key]
    except KeyError: return None
```

- In practice, this is faster than binary search
- Yes, but how does Python implement a `dict`?
Hashing

• Let \( \text{index} = h(\text{name}) \) be the last two digits of a student’s unique ID
• \( h \) is an example of a hash function
• Make table an array of \( b = 100 \) lists, each initially empty
• Each list is called a bucket
• Insert: Append \((\text{key}, \text{value})\) to bucket \( h(\text{key}) \)
• Lookup: Search bucket \( h(\text{key}) \) sequentially for the key
• Just as in implementation 1, but \( b \) lists instead of one, and a hash function
Technicallity: Hash Keys

- **index** = \( h(\text{name}) = \) last two digits of SUID
- Requires access to the Duke directory (slow)
- Simple alternatives for a \( b \)-bucket hash function \( h \):
  - Add ASCII codes for name characters, then modulo \( b \) (best if \( b \) is prime)
  - Exclusive-OR of ASCII codes for name characters (no modulo needed if 256 buckets are OK)
- **Good hash function generates all bucket indices with equal likelihood** so bucket lists are short
- It is not too hard to design an OK hash function
- It is hard to design an optimal hash function
- Use built-in Python function `hash`
Implementation 4: Hand-Made Hashing

• Just `insert1` or `lookup1` in bucket $h(key)$:

  buckets = 10
  T4 = [[] for b in range(buckets)]

  def h(value, table=T4):
      return hash(value) % len(table)

  def insert4(key, value, table=T4):
      insert1(key, value, table[h(key, table)])

  def lookup4(key, table=T4):
      return lookup1(key, table[h(key, table)])

• Why not use `insert2` and `lookup2`?
• Main idea in hashing is to minimize collisions
• ... so searching a bucket sequentially is OK
  (may even be faster with low collision probability!)
A 10-Bucket Example

grade = [[] for b in range(10)]
insert('Smith', [87, 80, 93], grade)
insert('Brown', [82, 90, 78], grade)
insert('Jones', [67, 74, 77], grade)
# collision (different keys with same hash value)